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All items are brand new and carry manufacturers warranty of at least one year. If an item fails
within 2 weeks of shipping Partsguy. After 2 weeks customer is responsible for freight costs.
Products must be installed by qualified service technicians, and if required by local regulations
duly licensed and certified for the work performed. The only exceptions to the one year warranty
are light bulbs and hot surface igniters which are so fragile they cannot be guaranteed in
service, though they are guaranteed against shipping loss. International orders are excluded
from the 2 week shipping guarantee due to the high cost of duties and freight. Normal shipping
is via UPS. We do not guarantee UPS performance, but will attempt to provide refunds on
customer behalf when there are issues with UPS performance. Electrical items are not
returnable. Returned items must be uninstalled, clean, resellable, and in original packaging with
all literature, unopened fastener packages, etc. Please call or email for return authorization
number and address before returning any item. Terms of Sale Partsguy. Buyer s acknowledge
that they are responsible to enlist the services of trained service professionals in the service
and repair of heating appliances. Repair parts sold by Partsguy. Buyer s specifically hold
Partsguy. It is not the intention of Partsguy. Viewed Furnaces. Office hours are am to pm
Eastern time. Contact us. Oil filter relocation: Same for 6. I'm just wondering if the same kit
works for both engines? If the same kit works for both engines, could a person use an OEM
relocation setup from an E-Series van with a 6. I found a pic over on PSN that shows the
E-series setup: Horizon Ford took care of finding all of the part numbers and prices for me. I
don't see the hard lines being able to be used but that's an easy hurdle to get over. Is this a
viable alternative to aftermarket relocation setups? I've got nothing against the extra bling but I
don't want to spend extra money if I don't have to. Originally Posted by Dzchey I was going to
price a set up thru international but i never got around to it. Can I ask why? What is the benefit?
Changing the oil filter on my 6. Originally Posted by Danbonzo. Mind if I ask how much all the
parts were? There is another aftermarket company currently working on a remote oil filter set up
that should be a good bit cheaper than RCDs, but I believe its still a little while out. Originally
Posted by Matt. Not only that but you know that it was designed for our engine s by
international. The oiling system is something you probably don't want to cut corners on. Good
info tho. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Designed by Military Ltd. User Name.
Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 5. Thread Tools. Join Date: Jul Posts: Send a
private message to derrick Find all posts by derrick Dzchey21 Super Moderator Member's
Gallery. Join Date: May Location: wyoming Posts: 11, Send a private message to Dzchey Find
all posts by Dzchey Quote: Originally Posted by Dzchey21 looks like they just used the
international remote filter. Quote: Originally Posted by Dzchey21 I was going to price a set up
thru international but i never got around to it. Danbonzo Sergeant Member's Gallery. Send a
private message to Danbonzo. Find all posts by Danbonzo. Matt Major Member's Gallery. Send a
private message to Matt. Find all posts by Matt. Posting Rules. New accumulator is about bucks
if you buy one online from Ford. I've bought them from partsguyed. May want to check with
them about the pricing on a pressure switch as well. I'd wager those two parts together will cost
you less in time and money than gathering the parts to change it to something else. I believe
priorreman. There's a thread somewhere with that special tool he made up. I type the same way.
Don't sweat it. Have a look at this thread: viewtopic. Mark VII and T-bird turbo coupe among
others use the same switch and accumulator. I think you'll be further ahead in the long run to
make these simple repairs. You're sure its the pressure switch and not the relay? The relays
give up too. They're about 30 bucks and I believe you can get one from Napa. Converting it is
your option of course, but I'm just thinking that money for money, its probably cheaper to fix
what you have. As for durability of the motor, if it puts your mind at ease, my car has k on it, and
I'm reasonably sure it has the original ABS unit on it. The accumulator I replaced, and I'm pretty
sure thats it. I'm planning to pick up a relay as a preventative measure but otherwise the brake
system is fine. The ABS doesn't actually work because I have one of the sensors unplugged.
One of the 4 is whacky and it tries to antilock every time I come to a stop. I haven't really spent
any time to diagnose which of the 4 is causing that, so I simply unplugged it until I get around to
dealing with it. You want a master cylinder for a 4 wheel disc car, and you need valving for the
same. If you use a drum brake master cylinder, it will hold some pressure on the rear brakes
and cause the pads to wear prematurely. Use the wrong proportioning valve, and you'll have a
pressure lag on the front brakes. Don't just bolt stuff on there that physically fits, it may not be
the right stuff. Just be sure the rear brakes aren't going to lock up before the fronts do. Might
want to test them on a damp road. If the back end locks up first, you can lose the car. Re:
Conver to Power Brakes. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments
Search media. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the
weather been in your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey,

we would appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Elite Property Services Senior Member. Location Northern
Illinois. My passenger heated mirror on my 03' Super Duty was broken in a parking lot I am
having trouble finding a replacement. Thanks Nathan. Location lancaster ny. Duct tape? What
was broken on it? Markus PlowSite Fanatic. Location Erin Ontario Canada. Take it off Markus;
said:. Usually when a guy breaks a mirror he blames the wife ,not it was parked somewhere and
somebody hit it. Just check with a local glass company to fix it. Location Chesterland Ohio.
Location Maine. You would be surprised how many superdutys have after market tow mirrors
on them Location Brooklyn Park, MN. OE parts much cheaper than the local dealership. Great
people to deal with! Not a fan of the ebay garbage, we have a set of Chinese heated mirrors on
our truck and I can't stand how bad they shake on the highway. They're so sub-par they're not
even worth considering. Last edited: Feb 18, Depends on what you buy on e bay, some are trash
some are good. Got a set on my personal truck going on , miles, no shake no vibrations no
issues. Also have a set on one of our farm trucks with no issues. But like I said if you are not
careful you will end up with junk. But that is also a really good price from partsguyed. I was
hoping to find a place that would sell me replacement glass or glass and backing plate so I
could do the install myself. DeereFarmer PlowSite Veteran. Location Lancaster, MA. Elite
Property Services; said:. Location Elephant Island Antarctica. Even if you have to swap mirrors
you can do it yourself. Too Stroked Senior Member. Location Rochester, NY. Then you have to
successfully install the glass - which is no simple trick. Then the big deal of the day is getting
the whole sub-assembly back into the pin mounts for the mechanism that moves the mirror.
That one will have you using all sorts of bad words. Trust me, when we break a mirror on any of
our SD's now, we just replace the whole thing. If you do want to save some money, you can buy
the non-heated non-powered mirrors and they bolt right in. We did that to one of our drivers to
punish him. Too Stroked; said:. Pinky Demon PlowSite. Location Ohio. Try amparts. I got a set
off them. Works really well. I beg to differ. The large piece is easy to do without breaking. The
spotter you have to lube the pin and push right in the center to avoid breaking it. You must log
in or register to reply here. Join now! Its Free! Forums New posts Search forums. Members
Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Showcase New items New comments
Latest reviews Search showcase. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. Welcome to For Trucks Only!
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. I'll break the ice on the F thread
Electric Side view mirrors. Let's see who can answer this one My side view mirrors stopped
working over 4 years ago. One of them barely moves when I hit the arrow button. What can be
done to fix them? Any help will be greatly appreciated! Joined Jun 16, Messages 2 Reaction
score 0. The switch is a common failure point. Check for power to your mirror switch and out to
your mirrors. You can check power to the mirrors at the factory plug near the mirror just inside
your door panel. You'll have to remove the door trim panel to access the harness. Depending
upon the year of your truck, the following link might help. Just shop around once you know
where the dead part is. Raped Ape Member. Hey Ultimate, I would check the contacts to the
switch itself. May need to be taken apart and cleaned up. If that does not work then try the JY
for new ones. I do not think it is a power issue as you have stated that it moves slowly. Good to
see ya on here. Your Lincoln surely lead a more pampered life that any F It is likely the switches
as others have stated. The contacts on the back corrode when wet which happens every time
you open the door in the rain. Try pulling the switch pack out, clean the contacts and try it with
just the switch plugged in before reinstalling it. Rockauto for a new pack should fix it, just clean
the wiring contacts and lube them with bulb grease before buttoning things up. You must log in
or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Forums New posts. What's new New
posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Part number help please - 7. Thread starter Route Start date Jan
26, Route Well-known member. Hi all Sorry, can't seem to find this with any certainty - What part
number is correct for the pinion and crown wheel for a 7. Code on case of diff is C?
Although,someone smarter than I could confirm this. Good luck in your search. Good luck.
Have fun. Be safe. I've heard that unfortunately! Supporter Route":3o0pv1bx said:.
Route":1f8jopt3 said:. You might try him to see if he can help. My suggestion, exactly
bronkman! Go over to "FTE" Mr Numbers Dummy is the best! A SoCal elder. Only thing is avoid

too much verbiage - we use different terminology in the 2 countries Thanks Mr. Let us know if U
need help findin Numbers Dummy. Use the blue horozontal stripe on the site, click "Members".
As stated he is an elder health problems keep him off-line some. If it's an american car, no
problems. Here is a link to his profile on that site. I hope he can help. If you need parts, obsolete
or not, I can look up the numbers, then search for them on two online websites to see if anyone
has them. Then will post the part numbers, sources that have them. Stormin' Norman
Well-known member. Thanks Jimmy for spotting me over at FTE! I've got a Mexican Fairmont. It
came with a V8. While I rebuild the tranny and change the gearing spread from 1st to 2nd, I want
to change my rear axle. There's the rub. In Mexico, the Fairmonts and Zephyrs got the 7. The
Axle Code on the door tag says A. The Ford Factory shop manual lists the A axle code as a 3.
So the Mexican Shop manual must have a different code value for A. Stormin' Norman"cjb43v
said:. T There's the rub. So I left an enquiry with NumberDummy, but if anyone here can clear it
up, I'd appreciate it. Stormin' Norman":1jy2y35n said:. Hi Route 66, 78merKri6 just posted the
Ring and Pinion part numbers for you here is the Link to that post. Okay, Route, see viewtopic.
They are around, just in the wrong country. This is a 7. DANA From , a 2. This unit can be
distinguished in that the bearings on the output shafts are held in place with three bolts; the
differentials both before and after these years have five bolts. It also has no drain plug.
Replacement Parts When working on a DANA unit, you can get the seals from Jaguar, bearings
from a local bearing house, and the clutches, shims, and those silly little clutch retainers from
any performance shop that has access to Dana rear end parts. When ordering, they will usually
ask for a ring gear diameter and an "axle" spline count. Clutch Retainer Problems Jaguar does
not want to admit to the Dana as having ever existed. The problem is those "silly little clutch
retainers. By design, the half retainer can't get out into the gears where they would do major
damage. But it does get pushed out the end of its access hole, mucking up the carrier bearings.
Jaguar Diff Repair Procedure Reportedly, the official Jaguar repair procedure for final drive
units is to replace them as a whole. Limited Slip Diffs All XJ-S differentials are limited slip, and
all the systems operate using essentially the same principle a series of friction discs, with the
compressive load increasing through increased drive torque although the feature has often
been given different names. This includes gears from many larger American cars and small
trucks. However, there are problems that must be overcome. First, the DANA ring gear will be
threaded for smaller bolts than the Jaguar originals, so bushings will have to be fabricated to
make the smaller bolts fit snugly in the holes. Second, the replacement pinion will not mate with
the Jaguar input flange, so a Chevy input yoke will have to be used. The Chevy yoke is the type
with U-bolts that retain the U-joint bearing caps directly, so the flange on the rear end of the
drive shaft will need to be removed. Since the Jaguar driveshaft uses standard Chevy U-joints,
they will match up fine. Specifically, they tend to whine more, and of course the smaller
mounting bolts are not as sturdy. Differential Oil Change Getting the fill plug out is no picnic. It
has been suggested that removing the center reinforcing plate under the final drive unit 14
bolts, 6 with nuts may be worthwhile. Don't worry, the whole car won't fall apart while the plate
is out. Many Jag owners suggest a length of plastic hose and a squeeze bottle for topping up or
filling up the final drive unit. The hose should be long enough to feed out the right side wheel
well so the oil can flow downhill. Fill Plug Access in Boot Brian Sherwood points out that if you
open the boot, remove the spare tire, and peel back the matting forward of the fuel pump, there
is a round metal plug; removal of this plug provides access to the fill plug on the differential. I
just popped it out with a screwdriver, did my lube thing, then pressed the plug back in with
some RTV around the edge. LSD Gear Oil Additive Note that while the diff can be topped up with
conventional gear oil, a drain and refill requires an additive for limited-slip units. According to a
salesman at Quality Jaguar, the XJ-S final drive unit uses both natural leather and natural
rubber seals. Therefore, synthetic lubricants are NOT recommended. It is recommended that
synthetics be avoided in the special additive as well. Input Flange Retaining Nut It's a really big
nut, obviously it should be tightened down really tight, right? This nut is used to set the preload
on the input shaft bearings. Between the bearings is a "crush sleeve" and during assembly this
nut is tightened just enough to provide the proper bearing preload while compressing this
sleeve. If the nut is overtorqued, the entire final drive assembly must be torn down to install a
new crush sleeve. Differential Output Bearing Failure One of the common failure modes of the
Jaguar differential unit is the failure of the bearings in the output shafts, possibly because these
bearings take lateral loads imposed by the working of the suspension. Whatever, the failure is
usually indicated by clunks from the rear when driving or the tire rubbing the wheel well where
it formerly had clearance. Checking by grabbing the top of each rear wheel and shaking
vigorously in and out clearly indicates a problem. Closer inspection shows that the output shaft
is free to move in and out, and the only thing limiting movement is the brake disk banging back
and forth within the caliper! This is not difficult, but you'll need to take the rear subframe off

your car. You can do it from underneath, but that probably takes longer because of the difficulty
in getting the brake calipers off and back on. Besides, taking out and dismantling the complete
rear suspension gives you a great opportunity to check everything. Impressive resources! Lots
to study up on. They didn't add the Model Number on the bottom right hand corner of the
carrier. I measured the Ring Gear vertically to be 8. The ring gear actually has a "1" stamped on
one tooth. Its leaking at the driveshaft, so I'll need a new seal there, and a better sealant for the
fill plug. The cover isn't badly rusted. Any help with parts sourcing will be appreciated, after
confirming that it is a DANA 44, of course. Maserati in the 60's, and then Ford after
paco pump parts diagram
2000 volvo s40 valve cover gasket
dodge intrepid fuel pump
Borg Warner Corp started disintegrating in the mid 80's. Read through the good oil here. Dana
44's came in other housing sizes, and in the same way, the ring and pinions can be swapped
about like a fuzzy tree Fords 8. Ford made just enough changes to the Dana 44 center to turn it
into a Ford 8. Its similar to the 8. Dana 35's with 3. The Dana 35 center in 7. So Dana 44 is the 8.
Thanks for those details. I'll have to do a junkyard run to locate one for a decent price. Thanks
again. That is the first Dana 44 I have ever seen in a Fox body car. There are plenty of Jeeps in
yards with 3. There are plenty of gears and install kits on eBay too at good prices. I'd honestly
rather have it over a 7. Are the axle shafts a fox body only part? You must log in or register to
reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to
keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use
of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

